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After a frightening encounter with a knife-wielding stranger, Morgan James was bewildered when her
"attacker" turned out to be the very wealthy Nicholas Gregoras. But could Morgan's suspicions about the
mysterious Greek tycoon withstand the all-consuming desire ignited by his kiss?

Reviews of the Right Path by Nova Roberts

1. Nto
Love Nora Roberts - have devoured everything she has ever written and
will continue to do so, even tho' this was pretty awful. BUT, that being

said, you can definitely tell this was one of her very early books. Having
just finished her latest, "Whiskey Bay" you can definitely tell she has
matured into a fine writer (in my opinion). This was a reread for me and
its been a number of years since I originally read it - had forgotten the
plot and was "jonesing" for a Nora book so I paid that ridiculous amount of
money. My bad ! I wouldn't bother tho'. Also, since Kindle is releasing a
number her older books, the editing leaves a lot to be desired - cranking
them out fast and furiously. Be careful with the triologies also - they may
be more expensive as a whole then individually and in the incorrect order.
However, she, and her alter ego J.D. Robb, will remain one of my favorite
authors.

2. Doukasa
I liked the romance and the strong characters of Nick and Morgan, but
the other characters were under developed. Although I am a true admirer
of Nora Roberts, I was surprised at the lack of research of Greece, the
Greek language and even Greek names. The location on a Greek island
was not brought to life. While most readers don't know enough about the
country or culture to know, why throw in Greek words if you don't use
them correctly? Greek nouns have masculine and feminine endings and
the maid kept addressing the heroine, Morgan as "Mr". A kafenion is a
coffee shop, not a place to eat dinner. That would have been a taverna.
And the last names of all the characters weren't authentic. I chose this
particular novel because of its Greek setting and all of these errors
distracted from what could have been a great story. Bet Nora Roberts has
never been to Greece!

3. Shalinrad
I have read reviews about early Nora Roberts books being published as
new releases. at first I didn't think it would be a problem for me because I
hadn't read the books before anyway. but apparently Nora Roberts
evolved into a much better writer in later years. I can't believe that this
book was written by the same person that wrote other books like the

witness which I thought was great.
in this book the heroine Morgan meets the hero Nick by being attacked by
him. she goes back and forth between loving him and hating him, and he
generally treated like dirt. I didn't like Morgan and I liked Nick even less.
this love hate relationship takes place in the course of about 2 weeks. it
was just ridiculous. I will be more cautious when ordering books from this
publisher from now on.

4. SlingFire
Great story of smuggling drugs and artifacts in the Greek Isles, leads a
private investigator an opportunity to fall in love with an American there
on vacation. As the story unfolds the identity of the suspect is maintained
in that he wears a mask and conducts the smuggling operation under the
cover of night.
This author continues her depth of writing by hiding the suspect in among
the every day flow of the characters. Exciting reading

5. Kadar
After Redding 25 percent of this book all that had happened was that the
lady got mugged on the beach. There were wY too many descriptions of
things and nothing was happening. Also some of the words that she used
in her descriptions looked like they were taken from another book. VERY
DISAPPOINTED. I usually love Danielle Steele but I feel like I was taken
for my money in this book.

6. Ariseym

Great read. Nora Roberts always has interesting characters and the plot is
fascinating.

7. Phalaken
This is my second time reading this book and I was not disappointed. I
read it many years ago and I had forgotten how some of the story lines
intersected. It's always a pleasure to read Nora Roberts because she does
such a good job with character development and believabily, while
creating a love story worth reading.

8. I like the book, the location was beautifully described. The main character
was a little to much. This is probably one of her older novels. I enjoyed it
and probably would of liked it more if I had read it when it first came out.
That being said it was still good and I'm glad I Read it. It is just a light
read.
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